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On January 12 1945, XX Corps
ordered the 94th Infantry
Division’s 376th Regiment,
commanded by Col. Harold
McClune, to the offensive. The
green 94th, as yet untested in
pitched battle, was to pressure the
enemy forces on their front, and
force the German High Command
to draw reserves away from the
Ardennes sector where the Allies
were attempting to pinch off the
famous “Bugle.” On the 376th
right flank ran the Wochern-Sinz
roadway containing the hamlets of
Tettingen and Butzdorf. Col.
McClune ordered his 1st Battalion,
commanded by Lt. Col. Russell
Miner, to seize and fortify the town
of Tettingen. For the task 1st Battalion had, in addition to the
heavy fire support of its regimental combat team, the direct
support of a M-10 TD platoon from Company B of the 607th
Tank Destroyer Battalion, and a 4.2in mortar platoon from C
Company of the 81st Chemical Mortar Battalion Motorized.

On the surface the objective appeared deceptively formidable.
This sector was laced with concrete dragon’s teeth AT
obstacles, minefields, and pillboxes. During the previous
autumn the American 90th Infantry Division, along with the
CCA of the 4th Armored, was stymied here by two German
infantry divisions. But this German battle group had been
pulled from the Ardennes offensive, and replaced by the
under-strength 416th Infantry Division, whose combat
prowess was suspect. The average 416th grenadier was 38
years old and suffered a chronic digestive ailment. These
ailments required special rations; and because of this, in the
German Army, the 416th was known as the “Whipped Cream”
Division. These mediocre troops were also defending an
extended front and could only spare one infantry platoon to
garrison Tettingen. Outnumbered, short on rations, and lacking
National Socialist zeal, the grenadiers of the 416th faced a
strategic reality showing Germany’s defeat close at hand.
Morale was virtually nil. 

Lt. Col. Miner’s attack commenced at 7:10am on January 13th
with an intense 20-minute 105mm barrage. The A and C
Companies of the 1st Battalion lead the attack, with B
Company in reserve. Supporting the assault elements were Lt.
Claude Baker’s heavy machine-gun platoon and the chemical
mortar platoon. Covered by a 4.2in white phosphorus barrage,
the Americans leapt from their foxholes and charged the forti-
fications ringing the town. The attack was a complete success.
Twenty-three prisoners were bagged at the cost of just a few
American casualties suffered by A Company as it took German
mortar fire while crossing the dragon’s teeth barrier.

Miner consolidated the gain by fortifying ruined buildings and
dispatching patrols. Back at 1st Battalion’s OP, officers of the
regimental staff anxiously watched Miner’s progress. The
capture of Tettingen was so effortless they ordered Miner to
also take Butzdorf. For support they promised a 10-minute
105mm preparatory bombardment at precisely 10:00am. This
timetable was tight, and Miner scrambled to rouse his men into
attack mode. He ordered Capt. Carl Shetler’s A Company to
lead the assault with Lt. Baker’s HMG platoon in support.
Capt. Shetler ordered Lt. Richard Creighton’s 1st Platoon to
advance on the west side of the road into Butzdorf, with Lt.
Tom Hodges’ platoon on his right. Lt. George Dunville’s
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platoon would follow in support, advancing with Baker’s
machine-gun platoon.

The barrage hit Butzdorf at the appointed hour, and A
Company’s three platoons moved out, accompanied by Baker’s
machine-guns. The advance was spotted by German forward
observers, and shells began to burst among the men. Capt.
Shetler’s staff, advancing with Hodges’ platoon, received a
direct hit. The burst destroyed the company’s communication
equipment, killed the radio man, and badly wounded the
Captain. The company exec, Lt. David Stafford, assumed
command. Without a radio, and consequently no artillery
support, Stafford took Butzdorf by 11:13am at the cost of
fifteen casualties. The wounded were evacuated to Tettingen as
A Company dug in.

The 1st Battalion’s mile-long stab into the German line was
meant to attract notice and the Americans hunkered in for the
counterattack. At first it was relatively easy. Two small probes
were repulsed and German shelling, though intermittently
heavy, was weathered. B Company moved up from the
battalion reserve at Wochern, and dispatched a platoon to
Butzdorf with the remainder strengthening the defense of
Tettingen, but as the Americans fortified and consolidated their
gains, the Germans positioned forces to destroy them. The
416th’s feldstatzbataillon, commanded by a Maj. Kraft, was
ordered to immediately counterattack Tettingen. Kraft’s attack
would set up a knock-out blow delivered by Lt. Gen. Wend von
Wietersheim’s 11th Panzer (Ghost) Division, which was
rerouted to this sector on the day Miner’s battalion attacked.
The American strategic aim was thus accomplished, but they
were blissfully ignorant of the mailed fist poised to strike them.

At 4:40am on January 15, German shelling increased in
intensity, laying the preparatory bombardment for Maj. Kraft’s
attack. Kraft had maneuvered his 400 grenadiers under the
cover of woods to a hill northwest of Tettingen. His battle plan
was to isolate Butzdorf with a small force while his main body
hit Tettingen. Kraft probably harbored no delusions for
success. Though his officers and NCOs were experienced, his
infantry was a pathetic assortment of runny-nosed boys and
old men, braced against winter’s chill with a full canteen ration
of Schnapps.

As the last shell’s echo faded, the feldstatzbataillon debouched
from the woods, screaming like banshees. As the Germans
swarmed down the exposed hillsides, 1st Battalion’s artillery
liaison officer, Capt. Larry Blakely, rang up the 81mm mortar
batteries in Wochern and began barking firing coordinates into
his field phone. Geysers of earth soon erupted amongst the
German formation, already crisscrossed by streams of tracer
fire. Scores of men fell, but the attack’s momentum carried it
through the cover of an orchard and up the anti-tank ditch, into
the streets of Tettingen. Scattering between buildings, the
Germans hurled stick grenades through shattered windows
before storming the structures. In the confusion of the early
morning darkness, only the tell-tale rapid bursts of German
MG 42s identified the positions of friend or foe.

For the next three hours the battle swirled in a maelstrom of
shot and shell. The 1st Battalion’s supporting 81mm mortar
batteries fired over 4000 shells into Tettingen; and Lt. Ben
Chalkley’s weapons platoon expended over 32,000 MG
rounds. This volume of fire could not be sustained indefinitely.
Chalkley’s machine-gunners were down to four belts when
Cpl. Donald Kreger volunteered to make a supply-run to
Wochern. He left on foot but returned safely, driving up the
potentially-mined Wochern-Sinz roadway in a vehicle loaded
with 64,000 small-arms rounds.

As dawn broke, so did the German attack. The 416th feldstatz-
bataillon was completely destroyed, suffering an estimated
300 casualties, with more than 60 men taken prisoner. The
drubbing forced the Germans to relent and merely harass
Tettingen with a steady drizzle of artillery fire for the
remainder of the day. Though its effect on American emplace-
ments was negligible, the shelling interdicted the road to
Butzdorf, cutting off A Company.

Other American attacks along the line during January 16
diverted the enemy's attention elsewhere and the day passed
without incident. On January 17, Lt. Col. Miner redeployed his
men, moving B Company into the forest west of Tettingen. The
Germans were moving also; elements of 11th Panzer were
approaching from the northeast. Though four years of hard
combat had left the Ghost Division a mere shadow of its former
self, a recent refit had brought the strength of its 15th Panzer
Regiment to over 100 armored vehicles; and its anti-tank
battalion mustered sixteen new assault guns. The 1st Battalion
of the 110th Panzer Grenadier Regiment and its engineer
company were completely mounted on halftracks, as was the
engineer company of the 111th. For this stage of the war, this
was an extremely potent German force. The Americans, alerted
to the threat, rushed extra bazooka rockets forward; and their
combat engineers hurriedly mined roads and fashioned pole
and satchel charges. 

The early hours of January 18 heralded a deluge of German
artillery fire. Shells of all calibers rained down on Butzdorf,
Tettingen, and Wochern. Buildings collapsed into shattered
heaps of lumber and plaster, crushing their hapless occupants.
By 7:40am, the din of artillery was replaced by the roar of tank
engines. Advancing down the road was a kampfgruppe
mustering halftrack-mounted elements of the 10th Engineer
Company and 1st Battalion of the 110th Panzer Grenadier. In
support were four 75mm assault guns and several Mark IV
tanks. A portion of the kampfgruppe hit Burtzdorf, while the
remainder swung a giant arc, striking Tettingen from the east.

The first blow falling on Burtzdorf was blunted by American
artillery fire and minefields. As the Germans pressed the attack
further, they lost two halftracks to bazooka fire and an assault
gun to close assault. But despite these casualties, the Germans
gained a foothold in the town.

At Tettingen the German attack was supported by four
halftracks, two tanks, and a self-propelled gun. As the AFVs
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advanced, they lost one halftrack to a mine; and a tank was
tracked by bazooka fire. As the panzer grenadiers prepared to
dismount, Lt. Chalkley ordered his weapons platoon to sweep
the halftracks, pinning the Germans inside their vehicles. To
break Chalkley’s fire, two halftracks charged him while
covered by suppression fire from the immobilized tank.
Chalkley withdrew to a barn across the street with all his heavy
weapon and communication equipment. The other tank,
meanwhile, stormed directly into town and established a hull-
down firing position in a wrecked building.

With his CP under direct fire from this tank, Lt. Col. Miner
ordered up reinforcements from his reserve at Wochern. In
response, a platoon of 57mm AT guns raced up the road into
Tettingen. As the AT platoon entered town, its command
vehicle was blasted by tank fire. Despite this loss, a 57 was
man-handled into firing position, and the panzer was brewed
with a flurry of shots. This aggressiveness was typical
throughout the battle. Unlike the baptisms endured by
comrades in Normandy and the Ardennes, the green 94th was
well-served by improved tactics and training. They drove off
the kampfgruppe’s supporting infantry and stalked the
remaining armour with pole and satchel charges. By 9:00am
the Germans withdrew, pursued by a hail of artillery fire.

Relentless American 105mm and 55mm barrage concentrations
so disrupted the Germans they couldn’t reassemble for a
second attack. Thus, 15th Panzer called up the 2nd Tank
Company, consisting of ten Panthers, from its reserve. When
the Panthers arrived, they found their infantry still struggling to
assemble under the withering fire of the 376th’s regimental
Cannon Company. Unable to attack without infantry support,
four Panthers assumed a hull-down position on a hill east of
Tettingen, while the others darted and dodged among the
haystacks and orchards north of Butzfdorf. Once positioned,
the Panthers shelled the towns with HE until engaged by
cautious American TDs at long range without effect.

By 2:30pm, the Germans managed to assemble portions of the
1st and 2nd Ersatz battalions, along with 2nd Tank Company,
into a cohesive force. Sweeping down the road into Butzdorf, a
skirmish line of straight-legged grenadiers debouched from the
woods, followed by approximately fifteen AFVs loaded with

infantry. The Germans were immediately shelled but continued
advancing until hit at the range of 200 yards by A Company’s
small-arms fire. The volley swept the grenadiers from their
mounts and the attack wavered. German NCOs rallied their
men, and the advance continued with tight clusters of
dismounted infantry hugging the AFVs for cover. 

Though the Panthers rolled over the American perimeter and
roamed Butzdorf, the gain could not be consolidated because
time and time again, the German infantry was repulsed by Lt.
Stafford’s valiant company. One Panther was disabled by a pole
charge; but despite this loss and heavy infantry casualties, the
tenacious Germans pressed on, pushing the Americans into the
southern edge of town. Stafford’s CP was choked with over
thirty wounded men. Ammunition was low, bazooka rockets
exhausted; and Lt. Baker had only one remaining HMG.
Furthermore, artillery support was spotty because the radio was
damaged. Unable to receive, Stafford kept broadcasting,
hoping the set was transmitting.

At Tettingen the Americans, reinforced by an infantry company
from 2nd Battalion, finally cleared the town in a bitter house-
to-house fight. Without having to fear close-assaults, the
vulnerable open-topped M-10s were now free to advance and
engage enemy armour. Three enemy AFVs were knocked out,
though they were later recovered by the Germans; and a
platoon of Panthers was repulsed while attempting to flank
Tettingen by crossing the anti-tank ditch. 

Though Tettingen was now secure, Lt. Stafford was at the end
of his tether. He ordered his  platoons to pull out and requested
a covering barrage over the damaged radio. The transmission
was confirmed as shells of the 919th and 284th Field Artillery
Battalions slammed into the enemy-held portion of town.
Stafford’s withdrawl was further covered by a pitch black night
and driving sleet. Visibilty was reduced to inches, and the men
clutched their leading comrade’s webbing to avoid becoming
lost. Lt. Hodges, during a final head count, walked the length
of his column slapping each man’s pack. One pack felt funny,
as did the material of the overcoat. Hodges pulled the man out
of line and discovered a fully-armed German had mistakenly
joined his men. The man was disarmed, and withdrawal
proceeded without incident.

A feldstatzbataillon was an organization unique
to the German Army. When a recruit finished his
regular training he was posted to the feldstatz-
bataillon (Field Replacement Battalion) of a line
division. Here he served a further four to six
week training stint, instructed by the division’s
combat veterans. These men taught him the tac-
tics used by his new-found comrades to survive
and persevere in various combat situations. 

With this additional training complete, the
recruit was then assigned to a regular unit within
the division, fortified with battle skills proven by
the acid test of combat. Although technically a
combat reserve, the feldstatzbataillon represent-
ed the experience and life blood of its division
and was committed to battle in only the most dire
of circumstances.
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Now Available!
1/285th (6mm) Scale WWII Micro Armour® 1/285th (6mm) Scale WWII Micro Armour®

1/285th (6mm) Scale Modern Micro Armour®

1/285th (6mm) Scale Modern Micro Armour®

MiG 19
AC121  2/pk  $11.95

Opel Blitz Bus
G591  4/pk  $11.95

Humber Light
Recon Car
UK110  5/pk  $11.95

1/285th (6mm) Scale Modern Micro Armour®

SA-17 Grizzly
W116  3/pk  $11.95

1/285th (6mm) Scale Modern Micro Armour®

Alvis Stormer HVM
N611  5/pk  $11.95

1/2400th Scale Great War Micronauts®

CL Birkenhead
GWB36  1/pk  $10.50

1/2400th Scale Modern Micronauts®

Luyang III (Type 052D) Destroyer
HRC8  1/pk  $11.95

M1296 Stryker
Dragoon
N610  5/pk  $11.95

M1126 Stryker
with Javelin
N609  5/pk  $11.95

1/285th (6mm) Scale Modern Micro Armour®
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Feldstazbataillon Order of Battle

Battalion Headquarters:  2 x Officers; 2 x Privates; 1 x Kubelwagen; 1 x Motorcycle

Replacement Pool
750 x Privates

The replacements were usually divided
into three to five companies.

Combat School
1 x 20mm AA
1 x 50mm AT
1 x 75mm AT
1 x 75mm Inf. How.
1 x 150mm How.
2 x Motor Vehicle
10 x Motorcycle
31 x Horse Cart

3 x Officers
19 x NOCs
53 x Privates
50 x LMGs
12 x HMGs
6 x 81mm MTRs
4 x 120mm MTRs
2 x Flamethrowers

Supply Company
13 x Officers
78 x NCOs

5 x Privates
15 x Motorcycles


